
DRAGONFLY 
IN-SCHOOL TRAINING COURSES

For Teachers by Teachers

For the Attention of the Head of Staff Training

WHERE CUTTING EDGE MEETS COMMON SENSE

“  “        This was an excellent CPD session which staff 
thoroughly enjoyed. They participated with interest 
and enthusiasm, taking great practical ideas away 
with them to use in their lessons.

ANE GREEN - HEADTEACHER, LONGRIDGE HIGH SCHOOL

FULL DAY, HALF DAY OR TWILIGHT COURSES

LONG TERM CONSULTANCY AND SUPPORT

ANY COMBINATION OF PACKAGES AVAILABLE

92% of all teachers attending Dragonfly inset training courses 
in the last 12 months gave us a 5 star rating, our highest 
level of feedback

WHY DRAGONFLY TRAINING?

100% PRACTICAL, HANDS-ON AND REALISTIC TRAINING

EVIDENCE-BASED LESSON IDEAS PROVEN TO RAISE ATTAINMENT

INSTANTLY TRANSFERABLE CLASSROOM STRATEGIES 

COST-EFFECTIVE AND TRUSTED

Delivering successful CPD for over 15 years and 
meeting the needs of over 25,000 teachers!

BOOK ONLINE NOW AT: 
WWW.DRAGONFLY-TRAINING.CO.UK

ACADEMIC YEAR
 2014 - 2015



R4L

Dragonfly In-School Training

R4L: RESEARCH FOR LEARNING
Turning evidence-based research into realistic classroom practice
R4L offers groundbreaking classroom ideas which are built upon evidence-based research 
from both John Hattie and the Sutton Trust. A must for all school teachers, middle managers 
and senior leaders, this superb course bridges theory with effective and realistic classroom 
practice. R4L reveals the seven most effective strategies proven to have had the biggest effect 
upon teaching styles and pupil attainment, and demonstrates a wealth of knowledge about the 
impact evidence-based teaching can have on classroom performance. What’s more, all of the 
above is delivered in our unique practical and hands-on manner, meaning classroom strategies 
can be implemented in school immediately.

          It's a fabulous CPD  
          course. One of the few 
that is instantly transferable into 
the classroom the very 
next day.

TEACHER TOOLKIT,
@TEACHERTOOLKIT. 

          The RfL course is a must 
for every teacher interested in 
improving pedagogy, brilliant 
fun as well.
       
MARTIN DAVIS, 
HEADTEACHER 
OAKDALE COMPREHENSIVE 
SCHOOL

          This was an excellent 
course, one of the best I have 
attended in a long time. It was 
full of practical ideas which will 
be easily transferable into my 
own teaching

JASON JONES, ASSOCIATE 
PRINCIPAL, ST FRANCIS 
XAVIER COLLEGE

“  “

Identify which classroom interventions have the biggest effect 
on achievement
Give detailed practical examples of HOW each one can be delivered in 
the classroom
Focus only on the most secure evidence as cited by John Hattie 
(Visible Learning), the Sutton Trust and the Education Endowment 
Foundation (The T&L Toolkit)
Leave you clear about what you should focus upon in classrooms and what you should not
Explore tried and tested strategies that REALLY work

“  “This course aims to: 

“ “
Dear Colleague,

We at Dragonfly have been delivering successful teacher training for over 15 
years, meeting the needs of well over 25,000 teachers, managers and senior 
leaders in the process. Our philosophy lies in the nature of our 100% 
practical and hands-on training which is designed to leave you equipped to 
implement strategies in school immediately. We believe in our CPD training 
having a positive effect on delegates long after they have left our courses. 
That is why I hope you can find a course that suits your needs within this 
brochure and, if not, I will be more than happy to assist you in finding the right 
course for your school. On a final note, I wish you all the best for the academic 
year and look forward to working with you in the near future. 

Best Wishes,

Steve Chapman 
Managing Director

5 rating from 90% of teachers 
over the last academic year!STAR

www.dragonfly-training.co.uk/in-school-training



Challenging students of different abilities is vital to achieve outstanding overall progress in 
your school. This course will provide your school’s teachers with a plethora of ideas, tips and 
lesson structures to ensure that all students are appropriately challenged. It will offer a new 
perspective that takes into account literacy and learning style issues but will, most importantly, 
be grounded in reality and based upon evidence.

The course will be delivered through examples drawn from a wide range of subjects and can be 
tailored to any age range. Effective differentiation is key to enabling every student to fulfil their 
potential in the classroom. This course explores practical approaches to creating differentiated 
schemes of work and lesson plans. This will enable delegates to engage, motivate and stretch 
every member of the class.

EFFECTIVE DIFFERENTIATION
How to challenge ALL students to raise academic standards

  This course aims to:

   Provide a range of proven lesson-ready strategies that reflect best practice from around   
   the world
   Demonstrate how to adapt these strategies to specific age ranges
   Explain how to develop successful differentiated learning classrooms in your school
   Implement ideas that are low on teacher time but high on effective differentiation
   Put everything into an easily understood format that can be applied across the school

           The trainer was 
           incredibly enthusiastic 
and knowledgeable about the 
subject area they were 
delivering. His style of
 presenting information and 
setting tasks kept all the 
staff engaged.

KEVIN WILLS, 
DEPUTY HEAD, 
ST GEORGE’S SCHOOL, 
ASCOT

“  

“

High quality marking and feedback has been proven to be one of the most crucial 
components to raising pupil attainment. However, inspection after inspection reveals this to 
be very often the most rushed aspect of pupils’ learning processes. Add to this that nearly all 
teachers declare that they suffer real stress from the marking load they are given and you 
have one of the areas of highest priority in education today.

This unique course aims to demonstrate how marking and feedback becomes progressively 
more demanding as the key stage goes on, thus building in progression and rigour as the 
pupils move through a scheme of work. 

EFFECTIVE MARKING AND FEEDBACK
The very best of sector leading practice

  This course aims to:
Demonstrate how to effectively feed back on a group or individual level, in a written or oral 
manner and how to make this process as time-efficient as possible
Showcase 20 marking strategies that can be used by nearly all subjects and nearly all
age groups
Demonstrate how to secure real and lasting change through feedback
Discuss the key principles of effective feedback
Explain how to generate a marking dialogue
How to create a meaningful marking dialogue

           The course was 
           informative and 
generated many lines for 
discussion. Thought provoking 
without being lectured at.

NIGEL RICHARDSON, 
DEPUTY HEAD, 
ABBERLEY HALL SCHOOL

           The course was 
well-structured and thought 
provoking. It gave both 
practitioners and school leaders 
sufficient strategies to go back 
into school and start innovating 
their assessment/feedback 
practices immediately. It was 
good to see evidence-based 
practice used as a stimulus to 
challenge existing practices.

KEVIN PALMER - 
HEAD OF STAFF 
TRAINING, EAS - EDUCATION 
ACHIEVEMENT SERVICES

“  “

“  

“

Dragonfly In-School Training

“  
         
           Really made us think 
about the way we have been 
‘taught’ to teach and that in 
order to help children learn we 
need to challenge them, not 
make it comfortable.

ROGER MARSHALL - 
DEPUTY HEAD, 
ST SWITHUN’S SCHOOL

“

www.dragonfly-training.co.uk/in-school-training



SUBJECT-SPECIFIC IPAD COURSES 
Can be delivered to any department, including:

     iPads in English                                         
     iPads in MFL                                                 
     iPads in Art                                                       
     iPads in Geography                                      

iPads in History
iPads in Music
iPads in RE
iPads for SLTs

iPads in Maths
iPads in Science
iPads in PE
iPads for EAL

Mobile technology is not a panacea. In fact, get it wrong and you can have a lot of pupils 
wasting their time. However, get it right and you can have truly outstanding lessons with pupils 
working to their maximum potential. 

USING IPADS AND MOBILE DEVICES IN THE CLASSROOM

  This course aims to:

   Make all sessions totally practical and present staff with dozens of realistic strategies  
   they can use
   Provide a cutting edge synthesis of the very best of all the latest teaching ideas from all   
   over the world, whilst avoiding clichés and jargon
   Demonstrate a variety of ICT-based strategies that will help inspire your pupils. These  
   are demonstrated on an interactive whiteboard and an iPad
   Get pupils doing the work and participating in their learning

   Dozens of realistic strategies that can be used in the classroom tomorrow

Using technology efficiently, effectively and transformationally 
in any classroom          The trainer had a really 

engaging style, using his own 
personal and practical 
experience as well as humour 
to engage his audience. There 
was a lot of content in the 
sessions, both practical and 
developmental. All of our staff 
felt that they got a lot from the 
day.

STEVE ROBERTS -  
ASSISTANT HEAD, 
VICTORIA COLLEGE

          Inspirational. Motivated 
me to try new things out in 
lessons.
 
GEOFF HARMAN - 
HEAD OF SCIENCE, 
STALHAM HIGH SCHOOL

“  

“

“ 

THE VERY LATEST IN ASSESSMENT FOR LEARNING
A Masterclass in AfL
Why is assessment for learning so popular all over the world? The answer is simple, it works! 
Delegates will engage in the latest methods of implementing assessment for learning and will 
be shown the best practice strategies that have been proven to work by hundreads of schools 
from all over the world.

  This course will include:

   The very latest teacher, peer and self-marking strategies
   Truly effective questioning techniques  
   What is a ‘marking journey’ and how do I use it with my students?
   The very best practice in effective feedback
   Strategies to get pupils doing the work and participating in their own learning

          A number of practical 
strategies were incorporated 
into the training - lots to take 
away and use immediately. The 
presenter was knowledgeable 
and approachable - he made 
considerable effort to tailor the 
day to exactly what we needed. 

EMMA POLE - 
ASSISTANT HEAD, 
BISHOP VAUGHAN SCHOOL

         I learned a whole host of 
AfL techniques which can be 
applied in my own teaching. 

SAMANTHA WORRALL - 
HEAD OF PERFORMING 
ARTS, BOLTON SIXTH FORM 
COLLEGE 
          

“   
“

“

Dragonfly In-School Training

www.dragonfly-training.co.uk/in-school-training

“   “



This course is for all those teachers who are tired of fads and fashions. It’s for those teachers 
who don’t want theories and who are sick of being told that every lesson has to be fun, fun, 
fun! If you’re looking for gimmicks, games and gadgets, if you think pretty PowerPoints are the 
answer, if you think that sticking pupils in front of a computer is the solution… then this is NOT 
the course for you! But if you really want to get the best out of your kids and you believe in 
high standards and no excuses – this just might be the very course you’re looking for!

So what is it with boys? Of course, the truth is you can only ever talk about some boys or 
some girls. The pseudoscience, the so-called kinaesthetic activities and the ‘boy-friendly’ 
strategies that have been touted for decades simply don’t work – there’s not a scrap of 
meaningful evidence to support them instead this course advocates a rethink of what some 
boys really need in order to break through the achievement barrier.

RAISING BOYS’ ACHIEVEMENT
Raising the bar with evidence-based high challenge teaching

          The day was very well 
         delivered with appropriate 
resources and exemplars. Staff 
responses were universally 
positive and the resources and 
ideas shared will contribute to 
raising standards. I would like 
to thank Alan for also sending 
resources for art which he did 
not have on hand on the day.

SEAMUS O’SULLIVAN - 
ASSISTANT HEAD, YSGOL 
GYFUN EMLYN

         Really good, lots of 
practical strategies. Energetic 
and made people think.

MRS WAINSWORTH - 
ASSISTANT HEAD, 
DANETRE AND 
SOUTHBROOK 
LEARNING VILLAGE

“  

“

“ 

Dragonfly In-School Training

  This course aims to:

   Look beyond the headline hysteria and self-fulfilling prophecies
   Tackle the behaviour issues that hold so many kids back
   Blow the pseudoscience myths out of the water
   Pre-empt underachievement through targeting early intervention
   Examine the huge role of social class, cultural capital and low expectations
   Encourage a rethink and a reframing of ‘the boy problem’

“
This course aims to share a range of practical ideas and strategies which can be used by ALL 
subject teachers across the school. Both areas can be combined in one INSET day to 
effectively raise academic standards across the entire curriculum with high impact sessions 
on each.

IMPROVING LITERACY AND NUMERACY ACROSS THE CURRICULUM

Meeting curriculum demands whilst maintaining academic exellence

  These courses aim to:

   Improve spelling and grammar through rules, conventions and applied knowledge

   Show you how to develop and use effective vocabulary using devices such as word   
    clouds, living graphs and alphabet soup.

    Demonstrate how the teaching of numeracy can actually add to your lessons rather than  
    slow them down
    Add countless numeracy-rich lesson ideas to your repertoire of teaching strategies

          Very positive feedback 
from staff. Lots of practical 
ideas that could be used the 
very next day in lessons. 
Having the resources in 
advance and available for 
staff to access instantly 
helped very much. 

DAVID HARDING - 
ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL, 
HEATHSIDE SCHOOL

           This was an excellent 
CPD session which staff 
thoroughly enjoyed. They 
participated with interest and 
enthusiasm, taking great 
practical ideas away with them 
to use in their lessons.

JANE GREEN - 
HEADTEACHER, 
LONGRIDGE HIGH SCHOOL

          

“  

“

“   

“

www.dragonfly-training.co.uk/in-school-training



The answer will be delivered in an exciting, active and 
inspiring training day that will leave your colleagues ‘tooled 
up’ with everything they need to deliver the ‘outstanding’ 
lesson. Learn how to make ‘outstanding’ teaching obvious to 
any observer; learn how to avoid the most common mistakes 
that hold teachers back and learn how to make the most of 
your personal teaching style.

WHAT MAKES A LESSON ‘OUTSTANDING’ INSTEAD OF GOOD?

Striving for the elusive top grade   This course includes:

   The 7 habits of outstanding teachers
   How to close the achievement gap
   How to put literacy at the heart of your teaching
   The very best practice in effective feedback
   Evidence based strategies not a tick box culture

Independent learning can be one of the most powerful strategies to raise academic standards 
and develop confident, motivated and self-reliant students. This is a course that is designed 
for all teachers - from NQTs to experienced practitioners - who would like to increase the
number of tools available to them. 

We will explore the very nature of motivation and how to improve it. We will look at why 
students learn to be dependent and how we can coax them into taking responsibility for their 
own learning. We will also look at how digital tools can be used to support true independence. 

CREATING INDEPENDENT LEARNERS
Transforming the way students learn, progress and achieve

  This course aims to:

   Demonstrate the evolving role of the teacher in modern independent learning
   Highlight the importance of the changing role of students and their learning
   Show teachers how to reflect on and evaluate a range of techniques to encourage
   students down the path of independent learning
        Empower teachers to transform learning with simple digital tools
   Provide effective strategies for encouraging independent learning that can be used the   
   very next day  

          Excellent. All sorts of ideas. Inspirational, I want to try all the 
methods out. Brilliant IT, great pace as well. 

GILES COLLINS, DIRECTOR OF STUDIES,
WARMINSTER SCHOOL

          Fascinating content and exactly what we must fight for in 
our schools. Lots to use but more importantly, lots to protect for the 
sakes of our young people in their education.  

DEBORAH MURPHY - DEPUTY HEAD AT BISHOPSGARTH 
SCHOOL, EDUCATION IMPROVEMENT SERVICE 

“  “

“  “

            Excellent day: strong 
philosophical grounding, 
provocative and stimulating 
delivery. The trainer presented 
plenty of practical techniques 
and tools to explore and follow 
up. Showed insight into the 
needs of the school and 
perceptiveness and sensitivity 
in following through on this.

TOM PALMER, 
ASSISTANT HEAD, 
ABBOTSHOLME SCHOOL 

“  

“

           A very useful and
interesting day. The 
presentation was clear and 
pacy; resources were obviously 
ones which had been 
successfully trialled and shown 
to be effective.

ALASDAIR THORPE, 
DIRECTOR OF 
PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT, 
AMPLEFORTH COLLEGE

          

“  

“

Dragonfly In-School Training

www.dragonfly-training.co.uk/in-school-training

          Superb! Insightful, informative and engaging. Thank you… the 
sessions flew by.

PAUL HOWSON, DEPUTY HEAD,
WALTHAMSTOW HALL SCHOOL

“  “



20 OUTSTANDING 
TEACHING STRATEGIES

NQTS: THE ULTIMATE
SURVIVAL GUIDE

This inspiring course will provide new teachers with a plethora of 
extra teaching ideas for maintaining good behaviour and successfully 
embedding literacy and numeracy into everyday teaching. The course 
will provide teaching ideas that are quick and easy to implement but 
powerful in their impact. 

Excellent strategies for all NQTs during their first 
three years of teaching

  This course aims to:

   Offer a chance for delegates to share experiences and successes

   Demonstrate realistic and practical suggestions that are grounded
   in reality

   Provide a practical day that will leave teachers with plenty of 
   fresh ideas

   Share invaluable timesavers and easy wins for NQTs

   
          As always an outstanding day for all present. Steve Chapman 
always manages to pitch things expertly and allows NQTs limitless 
opportunities for using his practical ideas back in the classroom.

ALISON EDWARDS – ASSISTANT HEADTEACHER, 
BRYN MAWR FOUNDATION SCHOOL

“  “

Dragonfly In-School Training

This dynamic and hands-on course will bring a plethora of realistic 
lesson ideas to your school. The course will demonstrate how these 
ideas can be tailored to fit the range of teaching styles found among 
your staff and will explore a number of basic practices which can be 
adopted. 

The course will illustrate the flexibility of outstanding teaching ideas 
and will showcase various scenarios to show how the ideas can be 
adapted to all teaching styles and areas. It will include techniques for 
challenging even the most able students. Teachers will engage with 
effective revision techniques that can be adapted to any age range in 
any subject area.

Classroom ideas proven to be both motivational
and effective

  This course aims to:

   Teach delegates to inspire students with outstanding 
   teaching strategies

   Explore an abundance of examples of teaching strategies to
   suit all styles

   Demonstrate practically how these strategies can be adapted to 
   fit your subject and pupils

   Showcase how deep and self-learning can be promoted to raise 
   academic achievement

   Describe how to effectively differentiate teaching to get the best   
   out of all ages and abilities

         There were a full range of practical teaching methods that will 
enhance teaching and improve pace and range of delivery 
techniques. The next day, three teachers used at least one of the 
strategies from the CPD course. 

ANDREA WHITING - ASSISTANT VICE PRINCIPAL, 
THE PARKER E-ACT ACADEMY          

“   “

www.dragonfly-training.co.uk/in-school-training

This course is a totally practical demonstration of the teaching
strategies that yield the best results. It is designed to clearly
 demonstrate how to utilise the most effective teaching and learning 

strategies from all over the world in a real 
classroom environment. 

The course is delivered in a highly
practical, hands-on manner and will 
interlock sound educational theory with 
numerous demonstrations of ideas for 
actual lessons. The emphasis will be on 
presenting exciting yet academically
rigorous teaching strategies that maximise 
students’ interest and potential.

         The audience on this course were very wide ranging with 
primary to sixth form teachers within the hall. Specially relevant was 
this material could be directly transferred back to the classroom. A 
very good INSET day for the whole school.

JOHN COLES - DEPUTY HEAD, TORMEAD SCHOOL

“   “

  This course aims to:

   Debunk the myths that seriously hinder teaching

   Provide a cutting-edge synthesis of what works and what doesn’t  
   in real classrooms

   Present delegates with dozens of teaching strategies that 
   really work

   Showcase effective planning and the need for academic rigour

   Demonstrate the very latest in AfL

Improving classroom performance

SPOON FEED NO MORE



No. of staff

3 - 9
10 - 19
20 - 34
35 - 59
60 - 99
100 +

Full day

£600
£900
£1200
£1500
£1800
£2000

Twilight / Half Day

£500
£700
£900
£1200
£1500
£1700

Mileage is charged at 45p per mile. The cost of photocopying materials is dependent 
on staff numbers and is by arrangement with the school. All charges are subject to VAT.

T: 029 2071 1787   |   F: 029 2071 1713   |   www.dragonfly-training.co.uk   |   e: info@dragonfly-training.co.uk        

Price Guide

You can find our wide range of courses on our website or, alternatively, you can discuss your specific requirements with a member of our team.

Stephen Chapman: @SteveChapmanDFT
     MD of Dragonfly Training
     Worked with over 500 schools
     Former member of LEA Task Force
     Author of “Spoon Feed No More”
     Taught at schools in Kenya, the Bahamas and UK
     Inspiring trainer with a proven record

Alan Jervis: @Alan_Jervis
      32 years teaching experience inc SLT
     Over 12, 000 teachers attended his courses
     97% gave the course a 5 star rating!
     Exam board marker/moderator
     Published Author of “Spoon Feed No More”
     Delivered courses in the Far and Middle East

Neil Atkin: @Natkin
     Genuine world expert in mobile technology
     Described as “inspirational” by OFSTED
     National Institute of Physics
     Author for Hodder Murray
     Trained in Africa, Asia and the Middle East
     Creator of ‘Exscites’ science of sport

Steve Garnett: @Garnett_S
     Over 9000 teachers trained
     96% gave his course as a 5 star rating!
     Author of award nominated ‘The Subject Leader’ 
     Delivered courses in Europe and the Middle East 
     Provides articles for TES 
     Dragonfly Senior Trainer 

Peter Dawes: @P_Dawes
     Excellent reputation in IT and MFL
     94% of teachers gave his course a 5 star rating
     Well organised, clear and concise
     Ability to explain IT to all teachers
     Regular speaker at ALL and EDIS
     Delivered courses across Asia

Nina Jackson: @musicmind
     Delivered SEN programmes across Wales
     ITET at Swansea University
     IPDA education prize winner
     Author of ‘Dear Nina’
     ‘Inspirational preacher of education’ – TES
     Supports SARA projects

MEET THE TRAINERS

Alison Goodwin: @GoodWina1
     20 years’ experience in Independent Sector
     Former Deputy Head at Grammar School
     TEAM Inspector since 2003
     Qualified Coach from the Coaching Academy
     Member of the European Mentoring Council
     Expert in training for SLTs from schools

Jon Bockelmann-Evans: @JBEHealth
      Qualifications: BSc (Hons), MISMA, SCSP, SRP
      Stress Management Consultant
      Founder of JBE Health
      Provides courses for International agency
      Speaker at IAPS Head’s Conference
      Delivers evidence-based coaching

Stephen Coyne: @CoyneDrS
     Former HoD, Deputy and Head Teacher
     35 Years in State and Independent School
     Holds a Med and PhD in Polymer Chemistry
     Ran one of the top 10 HMC schools in the UK
     Educational Management Specialist
     Former ISI Team Inspector 

Ian Anderson: @IanAnd64
     20 years in teaching Maths
     Taught Maths at 5 different schools
     Former Head of Maths
     Former CPD leader & Headteacher
     Cambridge University graduate
     Revered European Maths Trainer

Mark Salter: @MarkSalts
     PE teacher of 20 years
     Works with LEAs to improve PE
     Leader of AIS strategy for PE 
     Delivered T&L project in Malta
     ‘On The Mark Learning’
     PESS strategy design with YST

Bethany Kelly: @iMissChalk
     15 years as SLT 
     Tutor at University of Buckingham
     M.Ed in educational leadership
     Philosophy examiner
     Religious Studies Association chair
     PGCE mentor

PIease contact: Inset Co-ordinator 
Wendy Imperato at

wendy.imperato@dragonfly-training.co.uk


